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ABSTR.4CT 
Gomory’s asymptotic integer programming algorithm consists of three sub- 
algorithms: (i) the simplex method, (ii) transformation of a matrix into Smith’s 
normal form, (iii) a group minimization algorithm. This paper gives two alternative 
algorithms for solving (ii) and (iii). The first algorithm reduces the number of opera- 
tions by a factor m, where uz is the size of the matrix in (ii). The second algorithm 
has an upper bound of 2D2 operations, where D is the order of the group. This 
compares favorably with the upper bound 4D2 in Gomory’s algorithm. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider an integer program 
min cx 
subject to 
Ax=b, x 3 0, integers. (I) 
In this formulation, A is an m x (m + n) integer matrix, x is an 
(m + n) integer vector, and b is an m integer vector. For simplicity, 
we shall assume that A contains an m x m identity matrix. If we drop 
the integer constraint on x in (l), then (1) becomes a linear program. 
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We shall call this the linear program associated with the integer program 
(1). Assume that A = [B, N] and B is the optimum basis of the associated 
linear program; then we can rewrite (1) as 
subject to 
Bx, + Nx, = b, xs, xN 3 0, integers. (2) 
Because x8 is uniquely determined by xR = B-l(b - Nx,), we can write 
(2) as 
min c&lb + (cN - c,B-~N)x, 
subject to 
xg + B-IN+ = B-lb, xg, xN > 0, integers. (3) 
In order to get a feasible solution to the integer program (3), it is necessary 
and sufficient that we choose a nonnegative integer xN such that 
B-lNx, c B-lb (mod 1) (4) 
and 
B-lb - B-‘Nx, 3 0. (5) 
The congruence relation (4) ensures that xR will be integers, and condition 
(5) ensures that xLI will be nonnegative. Gomory [l, 21 suggests that 
we neglect condition (5) and solve the following problem instead: 
subject to 
B-IN%, E B-lb (mod l), xN > O, integers, (6) 
where cl,,* = cN - c,B-IN > 0 by the assumption that B is the optimum 
basis of the associated linear program. If the optimum solution xN in 
(6) satisfies (5), then the optimum solution xN together with xg = 
Bpl(b - Nx,)‘clearly constitutes the optimum solution to (2). It is shown 
by Gomory [2] that, unless the optimum basis B is degenerate, the 
optimum x,,, in (6) will always give nonnegative xR provided that b in 
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(2) is sufficiently large; hence name, the asymptotic integer algorithm. 
Actually, even if b is not large, this algorithm can be used to solve most 
of the integer programs actually met in practice. 
Since, in the congruence relation (4), an integer component of a 
vector multiplied by integer x~~~ will be zero (mod I), we can write (4) as 
c$(B-W)x, E &B-lb), (7) 
where 4 is the mapping that maps components of a vector into their 
fractional parts. 
It is clear that all $B-la+ where aj is any nonbasic column vector 
of (Z), form an Abelian group under addition (mod 1). If we let f = $B-l, 
then f is a homomorphism that maps a nonbasic column vector aj to a 
group element g of G, where G is isomorphic to the factor group M(I)/M(B) 
for which M(I) is the group of all integer m vectors and M(B) is the group 
generated by integer combinations of columns of B. (G is also isomorphic 
to M(B-l)/M(I).) The Abelian group G is of order D, where D = ldet B]. 
Therefore, if we drop the constraint that xB 3 0, the original integer 
constraints are transformed to a group relation (7). Since two nonbasic 
columns may be mapped into the same group element g, we introduce 
the variable t(g), one for each group element g, and write the group 
minimization problem as 
subject to 
where q is the set of images of all nonbasic columns and fb = go. If 
fai = faj = g, then we take c*(g) = min(cix, cj*). In this way, there 
is a one-to-one correspondence between t = t(g) and the nonbasic variables 
xN. Now we can outline the asymptotic integer algorithm of Gomory 
PI. 
(i) Solve the associated linear program, hence get B-l. 
(ii) Transform B-l into Smith’s normal form (or transform B into 
Smith’s normal form). 
(iii) Solve the group minimization problem (S), obtain t(g), hence xN. 
(iv) Check to see if xB = B-l(b - Nx,) 3 0. 
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There exist algorithms for accomplishing (ii) and (iii) (for examples, 
see [2, 3]), but we shall propose new procedures and modifications to 
improve their efficiency. These are discussed in Sections 2 and 3. 
2. SMITH’S NORMAL FORM 
In this section we shall consider the problem of transforming an all- 
integer square matrix into Smith’s normal form, namely, 
where ei divides ai+i for i = 1,. . . , m - 1 
i = 1,. . .) m - 1). 
(notationally, ei/ei+i for 
For our purpose, we consider the problem of putting a matrix into 
Smith’s normal form as a problem of choosing a new set of basic vectors 
and unit vectors. 
Let bi, b2,. . . , b, be a set of basic vectors in R”, where bj = 
[blj, b,,, . . . , b,j]. Then bj = Cy!1 bijoi, where e+ is the column vector 
with the ith component 1 and all other components 0. We would like 
to select a new set of basic vectors b,‘, bzt, . . . , b,’ and a new set of unit 
vectors ei’ such that 
bj’ = qiJel>) for j = 1,. . .,m; 
I.e., each bj’ is a scalar multiple of cj’ in the new coordinate system, 
Furthermore ei divides eifl for i = 1,. . . , m - 1. 
Given the matrix [bij], the desired transformation is achieved by: 
interchanging columns or rows; adding or subtracting one column to or 
from another column, or one row to or from another row; multiplying 
a column by - 1. 
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The column operations represent the integer combination of old basis 
vectors bj to form new basis vectors bi’, and the row operations represent 
the integer combination of ejT to form new unit vectors ejT. 
We shall first describe the standard procedure for transforming an 
all-integer square matrix into Smith’s normal form. 
Step 1. Interchange columns and rows such that b,, is the element 
with smallest absolute value among all nonzero elements in the matrix. 
Go to Step 2. 
Step 2. If b,, divides bli for i = 2,. . . , m, go to Step 3. If b,, does 
not divide b,, for some i = k, let 
b,, = nh, + q> 
where n is an integer and 0 < q < b,,. 
Let b,’ = b, - nbl and bj’ = bj for j # k. This operation is carried 
out in the matrix by subtracting n times column 1 from column k. The 
result is that b;, = q, where q < bll. Go to Step 1. 
Step 3. If b,, divides b,, for i = 2,. . ., m, go to Step 4. If b,, does 
not divide b,, for some i = k, let 
where it is an integer and 0 < q < b,,. 
Let e,’ = c1 + lzek and ci’ = ei for i f 1. This operation is carried 
out in the matrix by subtracting n times row I from row k. To see this, 
we consider a column vector bj: 
bj = b,,e, + bzje2 + . . . + b,je, + . . * + b,+,,, 
or 
bj = b,,(e,’ - se,‘) + bejee’ + . - * + bkie,’ + . . . + bmie,’ 
or 
bj = bljOl’ + bziez’ + . . * + (b,j - SZblj)Ck’ + * . . + b,je,‘. 
Go to Step 1. 
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Step 4. Since now we have a positive bll that divides bl j (j = 2,. . . , m) 
and bll also divides bi, (i = 2,. . ., m), assume that b, j = njb,, and 
bi, = nib,,. Let bj’ = bj - njbl, b,’ = b,, and 
e,’ = e, + nzcz + n3e3 + . . . + n,e,, e,’ = e, (i # I). 
This transformation will give a new matrix of the form shown in Table 1. 
Go to Step 5. 
TABLE 1 
b 1 0 
Oib 11 22 
0 0 
.Ste@ 5. If bll divides bij (i # 1, i f l), apply Steps 1 to 4 to the 
(m - 1) x (m - 1) matrix in Table 1. If bll does not divide b,$, let 
bij = ab,, + q, where 0 < 4 < b,,; then the following sequence of 
operations will bring 4 into the (1, 1) position. We shall exhibit the 
sequence of operations by a 2 x 2 matrix. 
b 11 0 
1 ( 
b 11 0 
0 nb,, + 4 
(i) 
(fi;;l -;“) ;“;11 ‘!:I; ’ 
(iii) (iv) l1 
The result is that we have a new b,, = q with smaller value and we can 
go back to Step 1. 
For the purpose of counting the number of operations in this algorithm, 
we shall assume that all elements of the matrix are between 0 and D. 
Thus, after at most logsD loops of Step 1 through Step 5, b,, will divide 
bii (i f 1, j # 1) or b,, will be reduced to one. 
Let us calculate the upper bound on the number of operations required 
in this procedure. We shall use the following symbols to represent the 
corresponding operations : 
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S, comparison of two numbers; 
C, checking divisibility; 
f, subtracting a multiple of one number from another number; 
6, interchanging the positions of two numbers. 
Then, for a matrix of size m, we need m2S + 2mfi in Step 1, m(Z + f + a) 
in Step 2, m(C + k + 6) in Step 3, 2m(m - l)Zin Step 4, and (m - 1)2Z + 
2m(f + $) in Step 5. 
Since the largest integer in the matrix is D, after at most log,D loops 
of Step 1 and Step 5, we will create a matrix in which bIl divides bij 
(i. i f 1) and b,, is the only nonzero element in the first row and the 
first column. Thus, to reduce a matrix to Smith’s normal form, we need 
at most 
log,n( ( 
nz m + 1!2m + 1): + 3mc,H + l,a + 
+ m(m + 1) 1 [ C + m(m + 1)(2m + 1) 3 +m(m+ 1) 1 -1 t I (9) 
If we consider m to be large and count only the leading terms, we have 
log,D 7 + 
3m2$ + m3F 
3 
If the group {B-l}/(l) is of rank Y, then, after Y diagonal elements are 
created, the remaining (m - Y) x (m - Y) matrix elements will all be 
zero. This is the case if we try to put B-l into Smith’s normal form. 
(We use the numerators of the entries of B-l.) If we consider Y to be 
small in comparison with m, then we have 
log2D{m2rS + 6mr$ + m2rC + 2m2Z}. (IO) 
Now we shall propose a new procedure for transforming a matrix into 
Smith’s normal form. The procedure is very much like the standard 
procedure except that we diagonalize the matrix first and then check 
to see if bii divides bi+,,i+I. The procedure consists of the following steps. 
Step 1. Interchange columns and rows so that b,, is the element with 
smallest absolute value among all nonzero elements in the first row and 
first column of the matrix. Go to Step 2. 
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Steer) 2. Same as the standard procedure. 
Step 3. Same as the standard procedure. 
Step 4. Same as the standard procedure. 
Step 5. Repeat Step 1 through Step 4 until the matrix becomes a 
diagonal matrix; then go to Step 6. 
Step 6. If b,, divides bii (i = 2,. . . , HZ), then we check to see if bQ2 
divides bji (j = 3,. , m), . ., etc. This is repeated until bii divides 
bi+l,i+l (i = 1,. . ., HZ - 1). If bll does not divide bii, then we apply 
Step 5 of the standard procedure to create a new bll with smaller value. 
Because the matrix was diagonalized, we are dealing with a 2 x 2 matrix 
If we apply Step 2 through Step 4 of the standard procedure to this 2 x 2 
matrix, either we have a diagonalized matrix with b,, dividing bii or we 
have an element smaller than q occupying the (1, 1) position. Thus, 
after at most logzD[mc + 4(t + a)] operations, we will have a b,, that 
divides b,, (i = 2,. . . , m). 
Counting the number of operations, we have 
2mS + 2m$ in Step 1, 
m(E+i+#) in Step 2, 
m(c + i + 6) in Step 3, 
2m(m - l)i in Step 4. 
After m loops of Step 1 through Step 4, the matrix is diagonalized. 
Including the operations in Step 6, we have 
m(m + 1)s + [2m(m + 1) + 4nz log,D]$ 
t [m(m + 1) + &m(m + 1) log2DlC 
m(m + 1)Pm + 1) 
3 
+ 4m log,D 
J 
E. (11) 
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If we consider m to be large and count only the leading terms, we have 
m2S + ;2rn2 + 4mlog,D]$ + [m’ + &m210g,DjF + y + Im log,D 5 1 (12) 
If we apply our procedure to {B-i)/(I) and the group is of rank 7 
(m/r >> l), then the total number of operations is 
2mrS + (4mr + 47 log,D)# + (2mr -1 WY 10gsD)C + (2~2~7 + 47 log&)f. 
(13) 
3. GROUP MINIMIZATION ALGORITHM 
In this section we present a new algorithm for solving the group 
minimization problem 
min 2 c*(g) . t(g) 
subject to 
@) 3 0, integers. (14) 
It is easy to see that this problem (14) covers the case wllere g E 7 C 
G - 6. For a group element g’ $ q, we can assume the cost c*(g’) to be 
arbitrarily large so that g’ will not be used in the optimum solution. 
Note that c*(g) 3 0 for all g E G because B is the optimum basis of the 
associated linear program. For convenience, we shall replace c*(g) = 0 
with a positive E, where DF < min c(g)(c(g) f 0). We shall assume that 
group G is cyclic of order D, although this algorithm can also be used 
when group G is the direct sum of several cyclic groups. 
Note that g, is one of the group elements in G. Hence (14) really 
expresses a group element g, in terms of other group elements in the 
cheapest way (g, = g, with cost c*(gJ is also a possible expression). 
Instead of solving this problem (1) for a particular g,, we solve this 
problem for all possible right-hand sides g,, = gi, gs, . . . , go-i. Thus, for 
each group element, we want the least cost for expressing that group 
element and the actual combination of group elements achieving that 
cost. To start the calculation, we have a row of D - 1 squares cor- 
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responding to the D - 1 nonzero group elements of G. Each square 
contains two entries: the first entry is the cost c*(g,); the second entry 
is a number which reveals the combination expressing that group element 
gs. In the beginning we set !c*(g,), $1 to be the entries of the $th square. 
That is, we tentatively assume that g, = g, is the cheapest way of 
expressing g, for all p = 1, . . . , D - 1. When we say the label of a square 
or a group, we mean the two entries associated with that square or group. 
A label is called a temporary label if it may be changed in a later calcula- 
tion. A label is called a permanent label if it will not be changed in a 
later calculation. In the beginning all labels are temporary labels because 
we are not sure that g, = g, is the cheapest way of expressing g,. We 
define the cost of a label to be its first entry. We say a label of g, is less 
than another label of g, if the cost of the label of g, is less than the cost 
of the label of g,. 
The algorithm can be stated as follows. 
1. Compare the costs of all temporary labels and mark the label with 
the minimum cost to be a permanent label. Go to Step 2. 
2. Let gi,, g,,, . . . , gil be the group elements with permanent labels, and 
let gLl be the last group element to receive a permanent label. We then 
form the additions c*(g,,) + c*(Q, c*(gJ + c*(gi,), . . , c*(g,,) + c*(g,,) 
and compare with c*(gtl + gi;), c*(g,* + g,,), . , c*(gil + gir), respectively. 
If ~*(g,~) + c*(g,,) > c*(gi + gi), no changes are made. If C”(&j) + 
c*(g,,) < c*(gzi + gi,), repl;ce th: label of (g, + g,?) by [c*(gij) + c*(gJ, 41, 
where 4 is the second entry of the label of gij. (We can also replace the 
second entry of (gij + g;,) by the second entry of gi,.) Go back to Step 1. 
The algorithm is completed when all the labels are marked as permanent 
labels. 
Before we give a proof and count the number of operations in this 
algorithm, let us first do a numerical example. Assume that group G is a 
cyclic group of order 10 and the corresponding costs are 
c(g,) = 10, 3, 2, 7, 8, 5, 4, 9, 7, 
g,> g,, g,, g,, g.$ &, g7, &3J gs. 
We first fill a row of D - 1 squares which correspond to the D - 1 
group elements. All the labels are temporary labels: 
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fil g, Rs g, g5 g, gi g, gs 
10 3 2 7 8 5 4 9 I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 I 8 9 
1. Compare the costs of all temporary labels and mark [2, 31 the 
permanent label. This is indicated by putting a * in the lower right-hand 
corner of the square. 
2. Since 12, 31 is the only permanent label, we compare c(ga) + c(ga) 
with c(gJ, as g, + g, = g,. c(ga) + c(ga) = 2 + 2 = 4 < 5 = c(gJ. Re- 
place [5, 61 of g, by [4, 31. (Note that the second entry of g6 is replaced 
by the second entry of ga.) This is shown below: 
10 3 2 7 8 4 4 9 7 
1 2 3 4 5 3 7 8 9 
* 
1. Compare the costs of all temporary labels and mark [3, 21 a per- 
manent label. 
2. Since g, was the last group element to receive a permanent label, 
we compare 
c(ga) + c(gz) = 2 + 3 = 5 < 8 = c(g,); replace [S, 51 by [5, 31. 
c(g,) + c(gy) = 3 + 3 = 6 < 7 = c(g,); replace [7, 4] by [6, 21. 
The result is shown below: 
10 3 2 6 5 4 4 9 7 
1 2 3 2 3 3 7 8 9 
* * 
1. Compare the costs of all temporary labels and mark either 14, 3] 
or [4, 71 the permanent label. Here we select [4, 31. 
2. Since g, was the last group element to receive a permanent label, 
we compare 
c(ga) + c(g,) = 2 + 4 = 6 < 7 = c(g,); replace [7, 9; by [6, 31. 
c(gz) + c(g,J = 3 + 4 = 7 < 9 = c(gs); replace [9, 81 by 17, 2j. 
c(g,J + c(g,J = 4 + 4 = 8 > 3 = c(g,); no replacement. 
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Then we have 
g1 g2 g, g, g5 g9 g7 cc8 69 
10 3 2 6 I 5 I 4 4 I G 
1 2 3 2 3 3 7 2 3 
* * * 
1. Mark [4, 71 a permanent label. 
2. We compare 
c(ga) + c(g,) = 2 + 4 = 6 > 0 = c(o); no replacement. 
C(gs) + C(g,) = 3 + 4 = 7 > 6 = c(g,); no replacement. 
c(gg) + c(g,) = 4 + 4 = 8 > 2 = c(ga); no replacement. 
c(g,) + c(g,) = 4 + 4 = 8 > 6 = c&); no replacement. 
1. Mark 15, 31 the permanent label. 
2. Compare 
c(ga) + C(g5) = 2 + 5 = 7 = 7 = c(g,); no replacement. 
c(ge) + c(g3) = 3 t_ 5 = 8 > 4 = c(g,); no replacement. 
c(g,) + c(g5) = 4 + 5 = 9 < 10 = c(gr); replace [lo, 11 by 19, 31 
(Note here that the second entry of the current label of g, is 3.) 
c(g?) + c(g,) = 4 + 5 = 9 > 3 = c(gz); no replacement. 
c(g5) + c(gJ = 5 -+ 6 = 10 > 0 = c(0); no replacement. 
We continue and mark [S, 21 the permanent label and iterate between 
Step 1 and Step 2. But no further replacement can be made, so we 
finally get 
g1 g2 g3 g4 & g9 g7 g9 g9 
Y 3 2 6 5 4 4 7 6 
3 2 3 2 3 3 7 2 3 
* * * l * x * * * 
Suppose that we want to find the cheapest expression of g,. The 
second entry of the label of g, is 3; thus we know g, = 2 t(g) * g contains 
t(ga) > 1. Tracing back, gl - g, = g,, and we see that the second entry 
of g, is 2, which indicates t(gs) > 1. Tracing back, g, - g, = g,, and 
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we see that the second entry of g, is 3 again, which indicates t(gJ > 2. 
Tracing back, g, - g, = g,, and we see that the second entry of g, is 3, 
which indicates t(gs) 3 3. Tracing back, g, - g, = 6. We know g, = 
3ga + g2 and the cost is 9, which is the first entry of g,. 
We shall denote the set of group elements with permanent labels by 
P and the set of group elements with temporary labels by the set T. We 
shall use the phrase “combining group elements to create a group element 
g,,” to mean “finding different expressions 2 g. t(g) = g, with cost 
2 c(g) . t(g).” 
LEMMA 1. A combigzation of groufi elements in T OY a combination of 
group elenaents in P with one OY more group elements in T cannot create 
a group element gT such that c(gr) < minRET c(g) = c(gJ. 
Proof. The combination of elements in T or the combination of 
elements in P with one or more elements in T contains at least one element, 
say gt, in T. By assumption, c(g,) > min,,, c(g) = c(gJ. Since costs 
of all elements are positive, the cost of the combination will not be less 
than c(gJ, hence not less than c(gJ. Q.E.D. 
In the algorithm we specify that elements in P be added pairwise 
to check if the sum is a group element with less cost than the original 
element. In the algorithm, whenever a permanent label is marked, we 
add the new permanently labeled group element to itself and to every 
other element already in the set P. Thus we have tried the sum of any 
two elements in P once. 
We would never try the sum of three elements in P or any other 
expression cgEP g. t(g) with the cost zREP c(g) . t(g). The next lemma 
says that, as far as creating the element in T with minimum cost is 
concerned, pairwise combination of elements in P is just as good as all 
possible combinations of elements in P. 
LEMMA 2. If there exists a group element g, E T, g, = zgEP g * t(g) 
zh% Cgd 42 * t(g) < c(ss), where g, is any other element in T, then 
gm = ,z g * tk) = ga + gb 
and 
2 ‘(id * @) = &z) + c(gb) 
&FP 
ka, gb E p). 
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In other words, if there exists a group element g, E T, which can be expressed 
in terms of elements in P with its cost less than the cost of any other element 
in T, then g, can be obtained by pairwise addition of elements in P. 
(Note that this lemma does not imply that the group element with 
minimum cost in T is always the sum of two elements in P. For example, 
g, = g, may be the best combination for g,.) 
Proof. Assume that g, in T can be expressed as the sum of elements 
in P. We can partition any sum into two terms. For example, let g, = 
2g, + g, + gr (gd, g,, gr in P); then we can partition the sum into two 
terms, say 
g, = (2gd) + (g, + g,) = g, + gb, 
where g, = 2g, is some element in G, and g, = g, + gr is some element 
in G (2g, # 0 and g, + gr f 0). Otherwise the expression can be reduced 
to one with lower cost. (Remember that we replace zero costs by E.) 
Neither g, nor g, can belong to T, since both c(g,) and c(gb) are less than 
c(gJ, which is assumed to be the minimum cost in T. If g, and g, both 
belong to P, then the lemma is proved. 
Now we shall prove that all permanent labels obtained in the algorithm 
are actually permanent, that is, all permanent labels represent the minimum 
costs and the corresponding combinations of group elements which give 
these minimum costs. 
THEOREM 1. If a group element is given a permanent label by OUY 
algorithm, then this label represents the actual minimum cost of this group 
element and reveals the actual minimal expression for this group element. 
Proof. Use induction on the cardinality of the set P. 
By Lemma 1, the first permanent label represents the minimum cost 
of this element and the minimum expression, which in this case is just 
gi, = gil. Now assume that, for lP\ = n, all permanent labels represent 
the minimum costs and the minimum expressions for all group elements 
in P. First, we consider the first entry of the next permanent label. 
Let gj,, g,,, . . . , gilz be the elements in P. By the induction hypothesis, 
we cannot replace any element in P by a combination of elements in 
G with lower costs. By Lemma 1, we cannot combine elements in P 
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and T, or just elements in I’, to create an element with cost less than 
the current minimum cost in T. Thus the only possibility left is to try 
a combination of elements in P. By Lemma 2, if such a combination 
exists, we will obtain the combination after completion of Step 2 of the 
algorithm. Hence, after the completion of Step 2 of the algorithm, the 
minimum cost in T is the true minimum cost, which will be the first 
entry of the new permanent label after returning to Step 1. Now, consider 
the second entry of the new permanent label. Let g, be the (12 + 1)th 
group element to receive a permanent label, and let g,. = g, + g, (g,, g, E P). 
If the label of g,, I(g,) = {c(u), a}, th en the algorithm will replace l(g,) 
by (c(a) + c(b), u}. This then gives the correct indication that t(ga) > 1 
in the expression for g,. Tracing back, we have g, - g, = g,, and the 
second entry of I(gb) is correct by the inductive assumption. (The case 
g, = g, is trivial.) 
If g, = g, + gb and ka) = {&A)~ i>> t1 
+ c(b), > 
= {c(g,), + g, 
= g, + g, = gj + (glc + gb). 
= 
c(gj) + c(g, + gb) > c(g, + gb). + gb) E T, 
T that 
+ gb) E P, = {c(a) + c(b), 
> 1 in the expression for g,. Tracing back, g, - gj = (gk + gb) E P. 
Because (glc + gb) E P, it is one of the first n permanent group elements 
and, by assumption, has a correct permanent label. Therefore Z(g,) is 
also correct. QED. 
Now let us count the number of operations in this algorithm and 
compare it with the number of operations in Gomory’s algorithm. In 
Gomory’s algorithm, if the group is of order D and D is a prime number, 
then D2 additions and D2 comparisons are needed. If D is not a prime 
number, then q additions and q comparisons are needed, where D2 < 
q < 2D2. Thus, at most, 4D2 operations are needed if D is not a prime 
number and, at most, 2D2 operations are needed if D is a prime number. 
In Step 1 of our algorithm, we have to select the minimum of D - 1 
temporary labels; thus D - 1 comparisons are needed the first time. In 
Step 1 the second time, D - 2 comparisons are needed. Thus the total 
needed is (D - 1) + (D - 2) + . . . + 1 = D(D - 1)/2 = D2/2 compar- 
isons in Step 1. 
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In Step 2 the number of additions and the number of comparisons is 
proportional to the cardinality of P; thus we need 1 + 2 + . . - + D - 
2 = (D - l)(D - 2)/2 A D2/2 additions and the same number of compar- 
isons. Therefore a total of D2 comparisons and D2/2 additions is needed 
in our algorithm. If in Step 1 we count D comparisons each time (i.e., 
we consider an omission of a permanent label in the comparisons an 
operation equivalent to a comparison), then a total of 1.5D2 comparisons 
and 0.5D2 additions is needed. Thus, in the worst case, we need 2D2 
operations regardiess of whether D is a prime number or not. In summary, 
the algorithm has the following advantages. 
1. The upper bound on the number of operations in the present al- 
gorithm is 2D2, which compares favorably with the upper bound of 4D2 
in Gomory’s algorithm. If 7 is the number of distinct group elements 
that the n nonbasic columns mapped into, then the upper bound of the 
number of operations in this algorithm is 2q2, where it would be 4qD in 
Gomory’s algorithm (note that q < D). 
2. The steps are the same for selecting permanent group elements. 
They are independent of the order of the group G or the order of the 
element g. 
3. When the particular g, in (14) belongs to P, the computation can 
be stopped if desired. 
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